
TRASHionals 12 
Round 9 
Toss-Ups 

1. [AUDIO] TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. For ten points, name the 1990 song and artist: [Track #34] 

Answer: "Groove Is In the Heart" by Deelite 

2. The name of a South Korean variety show from 2003-2007 in which viewers often submitted pieces of trivia, while the 
Detroit rock band of this name released Rotting Piñata in 1994. Harold Brown of 3M created the "bug" version of these 
created from polyether reinforced with polyethylene, which since 1974 has been a huge but relatively quiet success, and 
the rubber ball type of them is used for cleaning tubes. In food, it's another name for a bread starter, while an aunt by this 
name is the morbidly obese relation of James in a Roald Dahl novel about a large piece of fruit. For ten points, identify 
this product, the contraceptive version of which prompted Elaine Benes to run her then-boyfriend Billy through an 
examination to see if he was worthy of one when they were discontinued. 

Answer: Sponges 

3. He was undrafted out of Illinois, but made the most of his free agent signing by beating out Antonio Pittman for a roster 
spot. He mostly saw duty on special teams in his rookie year of 2007, scoring his first touchdown off of a botched punt 
return by the Seahawks, but he started the last game of the season due to a rash of injuries. In that game he became the 
first player in his team's history to get 100 yards rushing and receiving, doing so against the Bears. He saw little playing 
time in 2008 until after the bye week, when a running back by committee ended with his 625 yards for the season a team 
high. He will likely get more chances in 2009 in the wake of Deuce McAllister's waiver. Name, for ten points, this 
surprising running back for the New Orleans Saints. 

Answer: Pierre Thomas 

4. He played Jeff, the weapons expert for a gang of thieves in the short-lived CBS drama Smith. His film roles include a 
man whose wife has an affair with a teen in Book of Love, a newspaperman who employs Naomi Watts in The Ring Two, 
and a writer who helps Anne Hathaway in The Devil Wears Prada. His successful TV roles are those of lawyer Nick 
Fallin and crime-solving consultant Patrick Jane. For ten points, name this star of The Guardian and, currently, The 
Mentalist. 

Answer: Simon Baker 

5. The Federation of it starts matches off with a countdown instead of the traditional beginning and has featured the 
Dexteras versus the Sinistras in bouts commented on by Dick Thompson and Colonel Cossask. An inverted version of it 
can be played, which while not necessarily keeping in spirit with the name serves as an effective handicap when one 
opponent is clearly stronger than the other. Popular cheats for it include buddy, tag team, sidekick, snake and rabbit 
holing. For ten points, identify this digital match with typically begins with a declaration after a count of "1, 2, 3, 4." 

Answer: Thumb War or Thumb Wrestling 

6. Theron Martin and Bob Maher upped their rankings in it by using false tournament reports. DCI guidelines prohibit 
coaching, taking notes, or using marked sleeves. Nick Eisel managed to remove Words of War out of a sealed box and 
replace it with something better. Monkeying with distributions and using inefficient riffles limits mulligans. Another angle 
is to maintain an incorrect life total using pen and paper, while your opponent uses dice. At the 2001 World 
Championship, David Williams got caught crimping his 4 accumulated knowledge cards. For ten points, name this game 
published by Wizards of the Coast which is embarrassing enough to be caught playing, let alone cheating at. 

Answer: Magic: the Gathering 



7. One character in it, Legend Chandler, thinks he's a vampire. Rachel Ben Natan sustained severe burns in a suicide 
bombing. Budi Sabri is slowly turning into a tree, and Dawn Budge needs a new ear. Allegra Calderello, aka "Pussy Lips" 
needs a makeover because her husband has cancer and wants to pimp her out to a new spouse before he dies. For ten 
points, name the FX show you'd find these people on, all patients of McNamara/Troy plastic surgeons. 

Answer: Nip/Tuck  

8. Both this character and his twin brother Farley were played by Cliff De Young in a movie that sees him imprisoned in 
"Dentonvale." A proud man, he is pleased when his fiancee indicates her pleasure with an engagement ring bigger than 
Betty Monroe has. He met his betrothed in a science class taught by Dr. Everett Scott - who was, as we later learn, born 
Everett VON Scott. He indicates his predilection for older social ways by asking if any of the party attendees know how 
to Madison, but he is soon turned to explore his more radical side after a tryst with Dr. Frank N. Furter. For ten points, 
name this "asshole" beloved by midnight movie audiences, played by Barry Bostwick in The Rocky Horror Picture Show. 

Answer: Brad Majors (accept either underlined name) 

9. References to gold nameplates and modern weaponry notwithstanding, most of the lyrics are pirate-themed, focusing on 
Treasure Island with references to Blackbeard, and the famed mutiny on the H.M.S. Bounty. A brief snippet is taken from 
the Clash's cover of "I Fought The Law" while most of the backing track is a primitive mash-up of the main riff from 
Black Sabbath's "Sweet Leaf" with the drum intro from Led Zeppelin's "When The Levee Breaks." The video is of a 
concert from the now-defunct Capitol Theater in Passaic, New Jersey during which the crowd takes over as the lyrics 
chant the phrase "Ali Baba and the forty thieves" eight times. For ten points, name this old-school rap classic, the opening 
cut from the Licensed To Ill album by the Beastie Boys. 

Answer: Rhymin' and Stealin' 

10. The late Canadian character actor John Vernon's last performance is captured in this movie, which was described in a 
2001 teaser marketing campaign as coming from "A Studio Nowhere Near Hollywood." That outfit, Fathom Studios, 
posted "Digital Dailies" on the movie's website. Set on the planet Jhamora, it features Val Kilmer as the voice of 
Bogardus, who escapes with the main character and Filo after they are falsely implicated in General Raius' kidnapping of 
the Nohrin princess Kyla. Eventually, the hero manages to save the Lokni from the evil Sedessa, voiced by the late Anne 
Bancroft. For ten points, name this 2008 computer-animated feature whose $511,920 opening weekend gross earned it the 
title of the worst wide-release opening in box office history. 

Answer: Delgo 

11. Ten to 20 percent of the pros who use this style are at risk for femoroacetabular impingement, a malady where an 
imperfectly rounded ball joint on the femur scrapes away at hip cartilage. Its proliferation was assisted by equipment 
designers like Michel Lefevbre and Brian Heaton, and coaches including Warren Strelow and the Allaire brothers. Glenn 
Hall was seen as an early adopter, impressive as he played before the use of helmets or masks. The player most 
responsible for its current dominance is Patrick Roy (RWA), who was encouraged to use the technique when coaches 
determined that 85 percent of all shots were from the mid-torso down. Name, for ten points, this now-common hockey 
goaltending technique, which sees the player drop to his knees to make saves. 

Answer: butterfly (accept profly) 

12. She has suffered through mandatory public service cleaning up Central Park, and had a talk with her main charge after 
catching her in a moment of self-gratification. She shows humor in choosing Britney Spears' "I'm a Slave 4 U" as her ring 
tone for her employer, Eleanor, and shows a romantic side when she helps Nate set up a romantic kiss in the snow. 
Verizon passed on a story line about Lily and Rufus to give her her own series of V-Cast mini episodes that will explore 
her back story. Thankfully, she was not won by Chuck Bass in a bet he had with Blair Waldorf. For ten points, name this 
devoted family retainer played by Zuzanna Szadkowski on Gossip Girl. 

Answer: Dorota 



13. "I'm finished making sense/ Done pleading ignorance/ the whole defense." "I'm what's left/ I'm what's right/ I'm the 
enemy/ I'm the hand that'll take you down/ take you to your knees/ So who are you?" So asks this song, which set a record 
for longest stay at #1 in the history of Billboard's Modern Rock Tracks chart. Going on to ask "What if I say I'm not like 
the others? What if I say I'm just another one of your plays?" this is, for ten points, what 2007 song by the Foo Fighters? 

Answer: The Pretender 

14. Some of its influences acknowledged by the author in an essay in Danse Macabre are the Patty Hearst case and the 
novel Earth Abides. An expansion of the story "Night Surf", the 1990 edition featured art by Bernie Wrightson. One 
section is entitled "On the border", which features groups of people journeying to Boulder, Colorado and to Las Vegas. 
Characters include the deaf-mute Nick Andros and the Trash Can Man. The first section, "Captain Trips", describes a 
plague, and the final section involves the confrontation between Randall Flagg's followers and those of Mother Abagail. 
For ten points, name this Stephen King epic. 

Answer: The Stand 

15. One character in this film is told, "It is much more disheartening to have to steal than to be stolen from" after he 
discovers that Professor Palmer plagiarized from his work. It features a cameo by Marie Rambert, and supporting 
characters include conductor Livy Montagne and elderly designer Sergei Ratov. Robert Helpmann, also known as the 
Child Catcher from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, is credited with the choreography, while Ludmilla Tcherina and Leonide 
Massine play key roles. Centering on a love triangle between Julian Craster, Vicky Page, and the impresario Boris 
Lermontov, this is, for ten points, what 1948 British classic, the best known film of Michael Powell and Emeric 
Pressburger, set in the world of ballet and inspired by a tale of Hans Christian Andersen? 

Answer: The Red Shoes 

16. The lyricist for it originally starred in it as Henry, the old actor, alongside Jerry Orbach and Rita Gardner, though 
certainly not for the entire run of the 17,162 performances off-Broadway over the span of 42 years. Before that, the 
musical made its debut as "Joy Comes to Deadhorse," though in a form that became heavily edited. During the show's 
long run, the only significant change has been replacing the word "rape" with abduction, although El Gallo clearly 
explains to Hucklebee and Bellamy (and the audience) that the word is used in the classical sense. Borrowing plots 
elements from the story of Pyramus and Thisbe, identify, for ten points, this Schmidt and Jones musical about the 
blossoming love between Matt and Luisa that asks us to "Try to Remember." 

Answer: The Fantasticks 

17. He played outfield for Tulane until injuries forced him to stop playing, and was an analyst at MidMark Capital before 
moving into the front office. He reached his current position in 2005, and in his first deal traded Dewon Brazelton for 
Sean Burroughs. Twenty of the 27 players eligible for the team's postseason roster last year were brought to the team by 
him, including 2007 Comeback Player of the Year Carlos Pena and veterans like Eric Hinske and Troy Percival. He may 
be most noted for the farm system that produced the 2008 AL Rookie of the Year and 2008 Minor League Player of the 
Year, Evan Longoria and David Price, respectively. Name, for ten points, this wunderkind GM who was The Sporting 
News' 2008 Executive of the Year, the GM for the Tampa Bay Rays. 

Answer: Andrew Friedman 

18. It is unconfirmed if one of this game's enemies, a creature with a huge set of lips that goes by the name of Mick, is 
actually inspired by Mick Jagger. Other enemies of note include the Plutons, which can steal the protagonist's weapons, 
and Komaytos, which are most likely Metroids from the game of the same name. This game's God of Poverty can't hurt 
the player, but can steal away potential items and hearts in certain rooms. More memorable enemies include a Reaper that 
uses song to summon a host of Reapettes and a wizard who attempts to turn the protagonist into an eggplant. These are all 
enemies from, for ten points, what 1986 NES classic, where players attempt to defeat the goddess of darkness, Medusa, in 
the role of a young angel named Pit. 

Answer: Kid Icarus 



19. A number of fishing fans were locked out of seeing the second day of weigh-ins at the 2009 Bassmasters Classic 
because of this band's free pre-results concert. Their first number one country hit was originally recorded for the 2005 
album Home Grown before The Lost Trailers covered it a year later, but the band hung on to the song to record it for the 
2007 live release Live From The Rock Bus Tour and the 2008 album The Foundation. For ten points, name this country 
group whose hits include "Whatever It Is" and "Chicken Fried." 

Answer: Zac Brown Band 

20. A "distinguished professor" at Southern Virginia University, he publishes a weekly column entitled "Civilization 
Watch" in the Greensboro Rhinoceros Times. He started his writing career while editing the magazine "Ensign" in Salt 
Lake City. He runs a "Boot Camp", is the author of a book on writing entitled Characters and Viewpoint, and has a 
magazine, his "Intergalactic Medicine Show". Novels include Hart's Hope, Stone Tables, and Songmaster, as well as the 
Worthing Cycle. Lately he has become known for anti-homosexual rants, brought about by the Prophet Monson's call to 
churchgoers to support Prop 8. For ten points, name this Mormon author of Shadow of the Hegemon, Speaker for the 
Dead, and Ender's Game. 

Answer: Orson Scott Card 

21. Subplots involve Rockefeller Butts joining Burton Security to get a job helpful to the overall mission, and Louis 
Plunk, the nervous intern, seducing security company employee Simone Cashwell to get an access code. The plot centers 
around a janitor who, after the death of a co-worker and too much time watching E!, figures out a way to earn enough 
money to open his own bar. That plan winds up with his gang being locked in the panic room of Mick Jagger's apartment, 
so they change plans and look to steal a ring from Kelly Ripa, only to have the show canceled before they could screw it 
up. Originally given a variety of titles involving the phrase "Let's Rob," name, for ten points, this ABC sitcom starring 
Donal Logue as hapless criminal mastermind Eugene Gerkin. 

Answer: The Knights of Prosperity 



TRASHionals 12 
Round 9 
Bonuses 

1. For ten points each, name these basketball players from their free throw routine. 

1. This long-time guard, currently with the Nets, used to blow kisses for his wife, Joumana, before taking shots. 
Now that they're divorced, he's modified it to suggest she should kiss his ass. 
Answer: Jason Kidd  

2. Before each shot, this Orlando Magic player touches the tattoo of his mother, Brenda Wilson, who passed away 
while he was in high school. 
Answer: Steve Francis  

3. In the 1990 NCAA tournament, he shot his first free-throw of each game with his left hand to honor Hank 
Gathers, a teammate who died during that year's conference tournament due to a heart disorder. 
Answer: Bo Kimble  

2. What, me get 10 points? Name these long-running parts of Mad Magaine. 

1. Published since 1961, and now drawn by Peter Kuper, every episode of this cold war parody still contains the 
Morse Code message "by Prohias". 
Answer: Spy vs Spy  

2. Every issue since 1964 has featured one of these Al Jaffee creations on the back cover. 
Answer: Fold-In  

3. This Spanish cartoonist, who also draws the comic Groo the Wanderer, has done "A Mad look at..." something for 
over 40 years. 
Answer: Sergio Aragones  

3. Answer the following related to fictitious cats, for ten points each. 

1. Morris the Cat, a finicky orange tabby, is the mascot for this Del Monte Foods-owned cat food line that promotes 
the adoption of shelter animals. 
Answer: 9Lives  

2. Animal rights groups objected to this company's promotion of its mascot Rap Cat when cheeseburger meal bags 
were designed to look like his jersey so that owner's could cut holes in them to make outfits for their pets. 
Answer: Checkers or Rally's  

3. This transportation company used a sleeping cat with the slogan "sleep like a kitten and arrive fresh as a daisy" to 
promote their locomotives. 
Answer: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway or Chessie System Railroad  

4. [AUDIO] For ten points each, answer the following about a certain piece of music: [Track #35] 

1. Name this piece of music. 
Answer: "Battle Without Honor or Humanity"  

2. "Battle Without Honor or Humanity" was first popularized in North America by its use in this 2003 film. 
Answer: Kill Bill: Vol. 1  

3. The song was originally written for the film Another Battle by this Japanese musician. 
Answer: Tomoyasu Hotei or Hotei Tomoyasu  



5. Young adults, classical music and hormones in pop culture. Answer questions about this volatile mix for ten points 
each: 

1. Leslie Winkle and Leonard Hofstader had their first sexual encounter after chamber music practice on this current 
Chuck Lorre comedy. 
Answer: The Big Bang Theory  

2. Amos van Hoesen and Edda Burber had their first tryst captured on balloon-cam as Amos competed in the cello 
competition in Brussels in this Brooke McEldowney comic strip 
Answer: 9 Chickweed Lane  

3. Young love sometimes blossoms in front of host Christopher O'Riley as teen musicians collaborate on this NPR 
and PBS showcase of classical music. 
Answer: From the Top  

6. Born Lonnie Lynn, Jr., this rapper and native Chicagoan had major chart success with the album Be and followed that 
up with the number one record Finding Forever. For ten points each: 

1. Name this hip-hop artist. 
Answer: Common  

2. Common's most recent release is this album whose title track that can be heard in an ad for the Zune 
Marketplace's Mixview feature. 
Answer: Universal Mind Control  

3. This featured artist on the title track appears in the video, but his head is replaced by a one from a robot. 
Answer: Pharrell Williams  

7. For ten points each, name these actresses who have beaten Susan Lucci for a Daytime Emmy: 

1. In 1980, Lucci lost to this portrayor of Karen Wolek on One Life to Live. She has also appeared on Law & Order: 
SVU as Judge Donnelly, Ugly Betty as Claire Meade, Who's the Boss? as Angela Bower, and numerous television 
movies. 
Answer: Judith Light  

2. After winning 1998 for playing Annie Dutton on Guiding Light, she appeared as the title character's girlfriend 
Erin on Titus, Kellie on The Drew Carey Show, and as tail section survivor Libby on Lost. 
Answer: Cynthia Watros  

3. Five of Lucci's twenty losses came at the hands of this actress, whose six wins all came for the role of Victoria 
Lord on One Life to Live. 
Answer: Erika Slezak  

8. He's worked for Frank Zappa, Lou Reed, and David Bowie and later turned up in Whitesnake. Answer the following 
about the strange and varied career of legendary drummer Aynsley Dunbar for ten points each. 

1. Like many other British Invasion-era musicians, Dunbar started out with this blues-rock group led by John Mayall 
that at various times included Cream's Eric Clapton and Jack Bruce. 
Answer: The Bluesbreakers  

2. Dunbar was also the original drummer of this San Francisco band and cowrote their minor 1978 hit "Feeling That 
Way." But he didn't get along with new lead singer Steve Perry and so left the band shortly after Perry was 
brought on board. 
Answer: Journey  

3. After Journey, Dunbar became drummer for this veteran high-turnover rock band from 1979 to 1982., playing on 
the hits "Jane" and "Find Your Way Back." He had no role in their successor bands. 
Answer: Jefferson Starship  



9. For ten points each, name these athletes who have committed birdicide using the tools of their trade. 

1. In a 2001 spring training game, this Diamondbacks pitcher inadvertantly killed a dove when it flew in the path of 
one of his fastballs. 
Answer: Randy Johnson  

2. Last March, this then-Nationwide Tour golfer killed a red-shouldered hawk, a protected species, after it 
interrupted his filming of an instructional video. He faces fines and potential jail time for the act. 
Answer: Tripp Isenhour  

3. In 1983, this Yankees outfielder killed a seagull with a ball he was throwing in after a mid-inning warm-up in a 
game against Toronto. He was arrested and charged with animal cruelty, but the charge was later dropped. 
Answer: Dave Winfield  

10. Identify these rock stars from their roles in the Back To The Future trilogy for ten points each. 

1. In the first movie, this man plays a talent judge at Hill Valley high school who rejects Marty's band for playing a 
"too darn loud" instrumental version of what turns out to be the actor's own song, prominently featured on the 
soundtrack. 
Answer: Huey Lewis  

2. In the second movie, this rocker plays Doug Needles, who twice ruins Marty's life by goading him into unwise 
acts by calling him "chicken." 
Answer: Flea (or Michael Balzary )  

3. In the third movie, this band plays a 1880s version of themselves at a hoedown, performing a 1880s-like rendition 
of their song "Doubleback." 
Answer: ZZ Top  

11. Name the following about a trio of video game characters with something "y's" in common for ten points each. 

1. The antagonist of the Soviets in this real-time strategy sequel is Yuri, a man with psychic abilities who raises an 
army in preparation for the events of its expansion pack. 
Answer: Command & Conquer: Red Alert 2  

2. This sword-wielding space ninja is one of only five fighters to appear in every Tekken game. 
Answer: Yoshimitsu  

3. This robot master from Mega Man 6 can be easily defeated using the weapon acquired from Tomahawk Man and 
his spear marked the first time in the main series that a robot master used a separate melee weapon. 
Answer: Yamato Man  

12. Jeff Gordon finally broke his 47 race losing streak. For ten points each: 

1. Gordon held off Jimmie Johnson to win this race at Texas Motor Speedway, marking his first win at that track. 
Answer: Samsung 500  

2. The win was the 82nd in Gordon's career putting him one race behind this fifth-place driver, a four time Daytona 
500 winner (most recently in 1984) and three time Winston Cup winner from 1976 to 1978. 
Answer: Cale Yarborough  

3. The only current Sprint Cup track that Gordon has never won at is this Miami-based circuit, home to the season-
ending races for the Sprint Cup, Nationwide Series, Camping World Truck Series, and starting this year, IRL 
IndyCar. 
Answer: Homestead  



13. Location, location, location. Given the real or fictional locale, name the HBO series set there for ten points each. 

1. Bontemps, Louisiana 
Answer: True Blood  

2. Sandy, Utah 
Answer: Big Love  

3. Gabarone, Botswana 
Answer: The Number One Ladies Detective Agency  

14. Answer these questions about the veteran culture jammers and all-around pranksters, Negativland, for ten points each. 

1. Their famously censored song "U2," consists of a series obscenity-laden samples from angry Casey Kasem rants 
about dedications to dead dogs coming out of uptempo records and how nobody "gives a shit" about U2...all over 
a synthesized Muzak-like version of this gospel-flavored song from The Joshua Tree. 
Answer: I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For  

2. Another of Negativland's projects was the 1999 EP The ABCs of Anarchism, a collaboration with these fellow 
anarchist musicians; the title track combined the Teletubbies theme with their freak 1997 hit "Tubthumping." 
Answer: Chumbawamba  

3. Negativland is named for a song by this early '70s experimental German rock band, an offshoot of Kraftwerk. 
Answer: Neu!  

15. A recent trend in the board game industry is towards cooperative board games. For ten points each, name these 
examples. 

1. This 2000 Reiner Knizia release was one of the earliest, and featured cards like "Miruvor", "Athelas", and "Fatty 
Lumpkin". 
Answer: Lord of the Rings  

2. This Z-Man games release sees the players as scientists working out of the CDC attempting to stop 4 diseases 
from eradicating the earth's population. 
Answer: Pandemic  

3. Originally published in French as Les Chevaliers de la Table Ronde, this game includes quests like battling the 
Picts and defeating the Black Knight, while watching out for a possible traitor. 
Answer: Shadows over Camelot  

16. Answer the following about a comic book series that achieved meteoric success for ten points each. 

1. First published in 1984 and created by Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird, it focused on the development of 
adolescents who learned to "strike hard and fade into the night." 
Answer: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles  

2. The reason that the Turtles were Mutants and therefore able to learn ninjitsu was that they were caught in the 
backstory that gave this other superhero his powers, involving a radiactive substance that fell from a truck. 
Answer: Daredevil  

3. After beating the shredder, in the comic book series the Turtles are teleported across the galaxy and rescue 
Professor Honeycutt from giant alien warriors who resemble this extinct species. 
Answer: Triceratops  



17. It will star Academy Award winners Daniel Day-Lewis, Marion Cotillard, Nicole Kidman, Penelope Cruz, Judi 
Dench, and Sophia Loren ... and also Stacy "Fergie" Ferguson. For ten points each: 

1. Name this upcoming Rob Marshall film based on an acclaimed Broadway musical. 
Answer: Nine  

2. The original Broadway production of Nine, which opened in 1982, was directed by this nine-time Tony winner. 
His film roles include Ambrose Kemper in Gene Kelly's Hello, Dolly! and Tommy in Ken Russell's The Boy 
Friend. 
Answer: Tommy Tune  

3. As can be deduced from the title, Arthur Kopit's book and Maury Yeston's lyrics for Nine were based on a film 
made by this European director. 
Answer: Federico Fellini  

18. For ten points each, name the NFL's active career leader in the following statistical categories: 

1. Rushing yards, with 12,121. 
Answer: Edgerrin James  

2. Interceptions, with 179. 
Answer: Kerry Collins  

3. Field goals made, with 462. 
Answer: Matt Stover  

19. Have you been reading your Lipton bottles? Identify the following types of tea, for ten points each. 

1. Originating from Taiwan in the 1980s, this name of this type of tea in the US, whose translation from Chinese is 
pearl milk tea, refers to what occurs while some of it is made and not the tapioca pearls or other things found at 
the bottom of them. 
Answer: Bubble tea  

2. This type of tea is made from the uncured and unoxidized tea leaves. 
Answer: White tea  

3. Much like wines are classified by vintages, this type of tea is also classified by year and region. Made from wild 
broad leaf tea plants, it ages well and can be as expensive as wine for older vintages. 
Answer: Pu-erh tea or Bolay tea  

20. Benicio del Toro is Moses Horwitz. While you soak in the recent proposed casting of the Farrelly brothers' Three 
Stooges update, name, for ten points each, these original Stooges Columbia two-reelers: 

1. The only Three Stooges short to be nominated for an Oscar, this early classic originated the "Doctor Howard, 
Doctor Fine, Doctor Howard" catchphrase. The title parodies a Clark Gable- Myrna Loy medical drama also 
released in 1934. 
Answer: Men in Black  

2. Predating The Great Dictator by nine months, this two-reeler hit theaters four months after the fall of Poland. 
Moe plays a version of Hitler who gets installed as dictator of Moronica. 
Answer: You Nazty Spy!  

3. Often considered the most violent of the Stooges' shorts - and a favorite of Mel Gibson - this 1943 short subject 
with a title referencing Oliver Goldsmith features Moe, Larry, and Curly as doorbell repairmen who wind up 
defeating Nazi spies and sinking a U-boat by remote control. 
Answer: They Stooge to Conga  



21. "Don't treat me to these things of the world/ I'm not that kind of girl/ Your love is what I prefer, what I deserve/ Is a 
man that makes me then takes me/ And delivers me to a destiny, to infinity and beyond." for ten points each: 

1. These are some of the lyrics to what 2009 song by Beyonce? 
Answer: "Single Ladies" (Put a Ring on It)  

2. "To Infinity and Beyond!" is the catch-phrase of what cartoon superhero voiced by Tim Allen in the Toy Story 
series of movies? 
Answer: Buzz Lightyear  

3. While Beyonce and Tim Allen have never been in a move together - thank God - they were both credited with 
appearances at the Golden Globes broadcast in this year that saw Peter Morgan and Helen Mirren win for The 
Queen. 
Answer: 2007  

22. So much for the American Idol wild card round. Of the four contestants put through to the finals by the judges, three 
were eliminated in the first four weeks. For ten points each, name these contestants who showed why America was right 
not to vote them into the top 9. 

Answer: Jasmine Murray, Alexis Grace, Megan Joy Corkery  
 


